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the first section introduces you to autocad mechanical, it describes the basic file structure of a
mechanical drawing and how to open and save it. it also explains how to save a mechanical
drawing as an dwg (drawing) file, which is a platform-independent file format. it also shows

you how to save as a cad (computer aided design) file, which is a computer-aided file format.
the second section explains the most frequently used tools in mechanical, it contains an

overview of the tools that you will use the most. it explains how to draw lines, arcs, circles,
ellipses, polygons, splines, surfaces, and solids. it also shows you how to use the autocad

mechanical drawing tools to annotate your drawing, how to adjust the drawing view, how to
place grips, dimensions, and text. the third section introduces the most important concepts in
autocad mechanical, it explains what they are and how they work. it explains how to use the

drawing tools and it introduces you to the menu bar, the status bar, the drawing area, and the
drawing canvas. arsene lupin - hacking the future review: this was another great release. while

there were some issues (see the release notes), a lot of the issues were fixed fairly quickly. i
really liked the changes to the asf (autodesk software foundation) bits and how they were

handled. the recent changes around the asf bits make it much easier to contribute to autodesk
products, and overall, it makes things easier to contribute back to autodesk. the download

process was simple, and had zero problems.
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